Corporate Opportunities

65
OTBs

40
foreign
countries

on
track

Televise Your Message

Race to Meet your Audience

On Site Signage

Turf Paradise’s broadcast signal reaches:
1000 TVs on track
Over 65 Off Track Betting Sites (OTBs) throughout
Arizona
1200 OTBs throughout the US and in over 40 countries
Over 1 Million total viewership

Advertising with horse race track digital screens allows your brand to be given a built-in
audience that will be fixated on what you are selling. Engaging an audience with this form of
alternative media becomes easy when everyone at the track is looking at the screens for race
action, results, and upcoming race information. The audience that you are reaching literally
spends hours looking at the digital screens on which your company advertising will be featured
multiple times a day.

Signage opportunity allows for branding
exposure to guests and will be viewed by more
than 800,000 visitors annually. Let us strategically
place your advertisement in high traffic areas
throughout our facility.

Available inventory: 15/30 second commercial spots.

Televised Branding Rights
Showcase your brand message multiple times a day and be seen by thousands of potential
customers by televising your logo on Turf Paradise’s broadcast as the sponsor of our daily video
slates such as Instant Replays, Photo Finishes, Call to Post, and Pick 5 to name a few. It is as
simple as sending a tiff or Jpeg file

Tote Board

10’ x 20’ is the focal point of the race track and viewed by millions displayed year round –
viewed on camera on track & televised throughout our simulcast system.

2’ x 4’ Posters

Displayed in high traffic areas throughout the venue

Winner Circle Signage

Profile highly viewed on track & televised million impressions throughout the day every day!

Table Tents

Increase sales and display your brand in front of every guest in over 2 large dining rooms & 9
bars located throughout the building

Banner Real Estate

Suggestive selling to guests as they travel throughout the building

Venue Naming Rights
Party on the Rail is the place to be seen.
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